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from home and overseas. An up-to-data bibliography and book reviews will also
appear from time to time.

We cordially invite you, our readers, to submit items of interest and instruction
so that we all may benefit by making this a really worth-while publication.

If you wish to continue receiving READ will you please notify the editor, Roy-
Gwyther-Jones. S.I.L., of Ukarumpa, E. H. D.

The annual subscription for four issues is $1 which include postage within the
Territory and Australia.

-R.G-J

Teaching Training
What? - The training of indigenes as instructors to conduct literacy programmes

among their  fellows.
Why? - The missionary/translator commonly has so many calls upo has time

that he cannot give himself to repeated sessions of literacy classes for
the people in his area.

- Yet Literacy is a high priority in his programme if his people are to be able
to read the Word of God for themselves  and/or if they are to be equipped
to meet the demands of advancing western civilisation.

The solution is for that missionary/translator to give himself whole-heartedly
to one or more sessions of teacher-training (according to the population count in
his area), thereafter spending a portion of his time in supervising and encouraging
that resultant schools or appointed indigene Area-supervisors of Schools.
When? - At a stage when the missionary/translator is reasonably

 fluent in his adopted language.
- When he has already prepared considerable supplementary reading
material preferably on a variety of subjects (Bible and folk stories
Hygiene etc.)

- What a satisfactory set of basic primers covering all the language
phonemes have been compiled and tested in trial classes with adults.

Draper, Sheila. 1966 "Teacher Training Part 1". READ Volume 1:3
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- When a considerable programme aimed at motivation towards literacy
has been effectively carried through.

- When the missionary/translator can devote himself almost entirely to
such a training course with few interruptions or delays.

- When, in that local calendar year the time is most suitable - e.g. between
gardening seasons when the community programme is slack.

WHAT LENGTH OF TIME?

- This defends on several factors:
- the total number of pages involved in the basic primer series to be

taught
- the content of the course (e.g. whether purely teacher training for literacy

is involved, or extra craft etc. classes as well)
- the amount of time daily to be spent in the training programme (due to

students’ capacity to concentrate, involvement in village activities, etc.)
- the prior degree of literacy among the trainees (that course will naturally

be covered more quickly with the students already literate than when
basic literacy must itself be first taught as in primitive areas).

On an average, the missionary/translator should probably reckon on a
minimum of 2-3 months for the course, fulltime.

WHOM TO CHOOSE AS TRAINEE?

- It is recommended that choice of trainees be made in consultation with
the local leaders (in the more primitive areas) or that local Council (in
more sophisticated and developed districts). Having local authority
approving and helping to instigate that programme adds prestige and
enthusiasm. Trainees are more likely to feel a sense of privilege in
having been chosen and a sense of responsibility to their group to
represent them well and successfully.

- The setting up of a village or area Council for Literacy is an alternative
idea.
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- In areas where more than one mission group is already at work, it may
be feasible to draw potential teachers from among the pastors of the
established churches (providing these will have time enough to conduct
later class. In any case, Pastors should be at least as well educated,
secularly as their congregations).

BASIS OF CHOICE:

- Mere scholastic ability is not necessarily the best criterion. That best
scholars are not always the best teachers.

- Capacity for good leadership and ability to gain co-operation are
important factors.

- Preferably candidates should have a missionary motive of service to
their fellow tribesman.

- Adults between 20 and 30 years are that best age range: old enough for
maturity and acceptance by that group generally, but young enough to
learn fairly easily.

- Re Women trainees: Keep in mind that adolescent girls will marry, and
it is unlikely that married woman will be free enough to conduct classes.
Remember that man can teach classes to either sex, but woman could
be acceptable only to women.

However, it is good that teachers’ wives should be literate and sympathetic
with their husbands’ work, so it may be good to permit them to sit in on the
training sessions.

- Beware of no-hopers and bachelors -i.e., society misfits,—and
“bigheads” who seek an opportunity for authority not otherwise open
to them in that tribal setup.

HOW MANY TRAINEES TO ONE COURSES

- It is difficult to give adequate individual attention to more than twenty,
but numbers depend partly on the population likely to be interested.

- Anticipate a number of “dropouts”—so choose a number rather in excess
of the anticipated number of graduates.
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WHERE TO HOLD THE COURSE?

- A neutral area if possible, e. g. between tribes, between Mission groups,
or in a Govt. school building, on a Govt. station, etc.

- Centre (s) should be planned in the light of the whole Teacher-Training
programme (e. g. if further courses are necessary later, perhaps these
should be other locations, other dialects, etc.)

WHERE TO LIVE DURING COURSE?

- It is here recommended that that trainees live on the central site - they
are then readily available for all sessions, and free of village restrictions.
If different clans are represented, each could be responsible for housing
for its own representatives (especially if mutual suspicion prevails
between groups).

- In a heavily populated area, where the trainees’ homes are close to the
centre, they could travel back and forth each day. (But irregular
attendance is likely to be the result.)

FOOD SUPPLY

A precedent will be set for future training courses, so this aspect needs careful
preliminary thought and exploration. Consider: the obligation of the trainee to
his family and clan and the obligation of the clan to the trainees. Where the area
is economically stable and progressive, the clan should take responsibility for
food, in return for training and services rendered.

CONSIDERATIONS:

(i) It is impractical for trainees to cultivate gardens at training site:-too long
before productivity.

(ii) Trainees can bring week’s supply back with them from the village after
weekends at home.

(iii) Fellow villagers could be encouraged to visit the centre at mid-week,
bringing food, and scanning work done by trainees.
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POINTS TO REMEMBER:

A Teacher Training Programme, to be successful and continuing must be very
carefully planned in advance and carried through conscientiously when begun.
The students are unlikely to be more conscientious than their instructors.

The missionary/supervisor must adopt a constantly encouraging, stimulating
attitude, even if/when despondent over the response or rate of progress. He can
set the tone for all later schoolwork in his area.

 Sheila Draper  S. I. L.

In part 2 we shall discuss possible courses within the Teacher Training scheme
and principles of Teaching.

+ + + + + + + + + +

Illustration Research

Since March of this year, work has been progressing on the most extensive bit
of research into illustrations that has been attempted in theTerr. of Papua New
Guinea (T. P. N. G.). The Rev. John F, Sievert, Director of the board of publication
of Lutheran Mission has been conducting the research.

The research is built around a set of sixty illustrations which were reproduced
by offset. These illustrations are tan basic pictures, each of which is shown in six
different style lesson each is shown as:

(a) a photographs
(b) a three-dimensional live drawing,
(c) a predominantly black, reverse or scratchboard techniques
(d) a two-dimensional outline drawing with an additional colour added,
(e) single colour two-dimensional outline drawing, and
(f) a stick figure.
This set of illustrations was sent to missionaries in all parts of the combined

Territories and each was asked to conduct that test with:
1) the most educated indigene available,




